Abstract-The infrared atmospheric sounder interferometer (IASI) onboard the Metop-A and Metop-B satellites is an essential instrument for numerical weather prediction centers. The IASI, with its 8461 channels, enables the observation of the surface and atmospheric geophysical variables twice a day around the world. This data volume will increase in the future, stressing the need for practical and efficient dimension reduction techniques for storage and transmission but also for inversion or assimilation. In a previous paper by Aires et al., a new dimension reduction method, the so-called bottleneck channel (BC), has been introduced. BCs are a good compromise between compression and channel selection techniques. In this paper, we introduce several new technical configurations of the BC approach, comparing their advantages/drawbacks. Comparisons are also made with two classical methodologies widely used in the satellite community: principal component analysis (PCA) compression and entropy reduction channel selection. Beyond the compression ability, the methodologies are tested on the temperature, water vapor, and ozone retrieval application using IASI measurements. Two approaches have been tested. First, theoretical retrieval improvement has been measured when using the various data reduction techniques. The BC achieves good theoretical improvements, comparable to noise-adjusted PCA (NAPCA), for the retrieval of the temperature, water vapor, and ozone. Second, a neural network inversion scheme is tested on real IASI observations using the several data reduction techniques. It is shown that BCs provide similar or better results than the other methods. The BCs present compression, denoising, and information content results comparable to the NAPCA, while preserving the physical meaning (i.e., actual channel brightness temperatures) of a channel selection approach. This has numerous advantages for inversion and assimilation: the mixing problem, contamination effects, minor constituents representation, or radiative transfer speed, and each of these will be discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N ORDER to improve weather forecasts, the remote sensing technology has continued to be evolved and improved. The number of satellite observations is constantly increasing not only because more and more satellite missions are launched but also because instruments have an [2] . Microwave missions are also considered by space agencies for Earth observation [3] - [6] . This increasing number of observations has improved weather forecasts [7] but this comes with practical difficulties. The data storage and transmission can become difficult for the current instruments: IASI or atmospheric infrared sounder (IRS); and for the next generation: IRS onboard Meteosat Third Generation or IASI-next generation onboard Meteorological Operational Satellite Programme Second Generation (MetOp-SG). Some hyperspectral missions are designed for the exploration of other planets such as the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars that is intended to monitor geological features on Mars [8] .
For these long distance mission, communication and data transmission raise difficulties to be solved by dimension reduction techniques. Most importantly, retrieval and assimilation algorithms can hardly handle such amount of information. The aim of dimension reduction of the satellite observations is to deliver to the inversion scheme (physical or statistical retrieval) the most relevant but compact information from the original observations. One way to reduce dimension is compression by using the entire observations and extract its more pertinent characteristics. The classical principal component analysis (PCA) and its derivatives are still the most widely used dimension reduction technique thanks to its speed, simplicity, and performance [9] - [11] . Despite their lack in physical meaning, PCA components are now used in assimilation scheme [12] , [13] , and dedicated radiative transfer (RT) codes have been developed in the component space [14] . Another way to reduce the dimension is channel selection by choosing only a part of the observation as inputs for retrieval algorithms. Channel selection is particularly useful when focusing on trace gases [15] - [17] . It obtains real channel, but it also induces information and redundancy losses. Reference [18] shows that, typically, about 300 channels are needed to obtain a satisfactory information content from the observations. Other specific dimension reduction approaches exist, e.g., the curve fitting technique for representing the radiance spectrum [19] or the unsupervised hyperspectral band selection [20] , [21] . These two methodologies are dedicated to classification. Although the classification is based on hyperspectral images, it is limited to images with low dimension (typically with 100 or 200 spectral bands). Furthermore these methods need a priori information for the classification.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. A new alternative to channel selection or compression has been introduced: the so-called bottleneck channel (BC) [1] , [6] . The BC is a good compromise between the two classical approaches: as with PCA, the whole observation is used to exploit the redundancy among the channels, but BCs are also pseudochannels that retain a physical meaning. In this paper, some new BC-based algorithm configurations are introduced and tested on infrared high-spectral resolution observations from IASI, for the retrieval of temperature, humidity, and ozone atmospheric profiles.
The tools for these experiments are presented in Section II. Classical methods of dimension reduction and the BC approach are presented in Section III. Compression and channel selection results are analyzed in Section IV. Section VI is a discussion on the practical advantages of BCs. Finally, Section VII provides conclusion and some perspectives.
II. IASI INSTRUMENT AND NECESSARY TOOLS

A. IASI Instrument
The IASI sounder is an infrared Fourier transform spectrometer based on a Michelson interferometer. It is part of the Metop-A (launched in 2006) and Metop-B (launched in 2012) missions [22] . The main purpose of IASI is to support the numerical weather prediction (NWP) centers [18] . Its spectral range covers from 645 to 2760 cm −1 with a spectral resolution of 0.25 cm −1 . The IASI spectrum is divided into three main bands: B1 from 645 to 1210 cm −1 , B2 from 1210 to 2000 cm −1 , and B3 from 2000 to 2760 cm −1 . Table I indicates the geophysical variables relative to the IASI measurment. The IASI enables one to retrieve temperature (T ) and water vapor (q) profiles in the troposphere and the lower stratosphere [10] , [23] , as well as to measure concentrations of ozone (O 3 ), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH 4 ), and other compounds [24] - [26] . Fig. 1 (top) shows, for a given atmospheric situation, the brightness temperatures (TBs) that are measured by the IASI instrument. At a given wavenumber, the TB results from the emission and absorption of the different atmospheric components along the atmosphere at this wavenumber. The hotter the TB is, the lesser the signal has been absorbed through its path in the atmosphere (no absorption band of atmospheric components at this wavenumber) and the deeper in the atmosphere the IASI channel probes. For instance, the hottest TBs (280 K between 770-980, 1080-1150, and 2420-2700 cm −1 ) correspond to the window channels, characterizing the surface properties. On the other hand, the spectral sampling of an absorption band (CO 2 or H 2 O for instance, see Table I ) provides information on these gas concentrations.
The IASI instrument noise has been modeled by the Centre National D'études Spatiales using a centered Gaussian noise distribution, characterized by its STandard Deviation (STD) std(ν, T B) with respect to ν, the wavenumber, and the measured TB
∂T B * std 280 (1) where B(T B, ν) is the Planck function, and the std 280 is the noise equivalent temperature difference at 280 K, which characterizes the IASI instrument. Fig. 1 (bottom) represents the STD of the instrumental noise for the given atmospheric situation. Note the high level of noise in band B3 and, as a consequence, this band is generally not used for retrieval. We will not use B3 in this paper either.
B. TIGR Database of Atmospheric Profile
The Thermodynamic Initial Guess Retrieval (TIGR) data set is a climatological library from the "Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique" [27] , [28] . It includes more than 2300 radiosonde profiles from all over the world. The TIGR version used in this paper has been provided to us by Atmospheric and Environment Research (AER) [29] . Fig. 2 shows TIGR spatial distribution over the globe. The profiles are selected to represent the maximum variability of atmospheric temperature and humidity conditions. This means that TIGR includes not only standard atmospheric profiles but also extreme situations to cover a wide range of atmospheric conditions, from the tropics to the polar regions. Each situation is characterized from the surface to the top of the atmosphere by T , q, and O 3 profiles, in a vertical grid of 98 pressure levels.
C. Optimal Spectral Sampling Radiative Transfer Code
The optimal spectral sampling (OSS) RT code is developed at AER. In the infrared, OSS has been compared and validated with other RT models [30] , [31] . OSS is used here to calculate the IASI radiances for each atmospheric situation from 645 to 2760 cm −1 and with a spectral resolution of 0.25 cm −1 under clear-sky conditions.
The OSS code has also been used here to estimate the RT Jacobians. The Jacobians provide, for a given situation, the channel's sensitivity to a particular geophysical variable along the atmosphere. OSS determines the Jacobians analytically during the simulation process. They are the first-order partial derivatives of the TB with respect to a particular geophysical variable of the atmosphere. For this paper, only Jacobians with respect to the surface temperature, the atmospheric temperature, humidity, and ozone are considered. The units for the Jacobians with respect to temperature at a particular level are
for q and O 3 . The two last variables are measured in terms of absolute content (kilogram per kilogram of air). These Jacobians vary with the atmosphere. It can be seen that the same channel can be sensitive to the two variables (T and q). Fig. 3 represents the IASI Jacobians for T , q, and O 3 for a TIGR situation (the same as in Fig. 1 ). All IASI channels appear to be sensitive to T at various levels of the atmosphere: around the surface for the channels from 770 to 980 cm −1 , in the middle atmosphere from 1210 to 1650 cm −1 , and at the top of the atmosphere from 650 to 770 cm −1 and from 2350 to 2420 cm −1 . The most sensitive channels to T are also the most sensitive ones to q. This is due to the dependence of the water vapor emission to temperature at different vertical layers, thus producing a high correlation between temperature and water vapor. Finally, fewer than four hundred channels (from 1000 to 1100 cm −1 ) are sensitive to the O 3 concentration in the high atmosphere where O 3 is present (see Table I ).
D. A Priori Error Covariance Matrix B
Most inversion methods use a priori information on the state of the atmosphere in addition to the satellite observations to perform the retrieval [32] , [33] . It is therefore necessary to consider this type of information in the channel selection technique as it can have a strong impact on the most important information to extract in the observed spectra.
The quality of a priori information is often characterized by the matrix B representing the covariance matrix of a priori errors. This matrix B varies in space and time in order to account for its complex state-dependence. In the following experiments, we have derived the Gaussian a priori error covariance matrix in a simple manner to facilitate the interpretation of the results. Covariance matrix B is defined as: Cov(x, y) = Cor(x, y) · σ (x) · σ (y) where x and y represent two geophysical variables to be retrieved and σ is the STD. It is therefore necessary to decide on a correlation matrix and STD for T , q, and O 3 variables. 1) First, it is often assumed that humidity (respectively, ozone) errors correlation (between the vertical layers) is close to the actual associated humidity (respectively, ozone) correlation. It is chosen here to have covariance matrix B for q and O 3 based on: 1) the "raw" humidity and ozone correlation matrices and 2) an error variance of 20% of q (respectively, 30% of O 3 ) on each layer. 2) Temperature is highly correlated at the bottom of the atmosphere, so using the T correlation matrix as a priori error correlation matrix would mean that only one piece of information would be necessary to retrieve the lower part of the T profile. Obtaining a channel selection in these conditions would mean that no profile inversion could be measured in the lower part of the atmosphere only, and a limited number of channels would be selected in the tropopause. In order to avoid this difficulty, we decided to use an independent a priori error along the vertical layers. In this way, the channel selection will try to obtain channels that are more uniformly distributed along the vertical. An error variance of 1 K is generally used and is chosen here.
III. DIMENSION REDUCTION METHODS
In this section, two classical methodologies of dimension reduction are first presented, the noise-adjusted PCA (NAPCA) compression and the entropy reduction (ER) channel selection. Both are widely used among the satellite remote sensing community, and their principle(s) and advantage(s) are briefly highlighted here. Following this, a more recently developed methodology, the BCs, is introduced [1] , [6] .
A. Noise-Adjusted Principal Component Analysis
Compression techniques are used to represent the observation vector TB (i.e., IASI spectrum) of dimension m with a limited number of components r . The objective is to compress TB, regardless of the potential use of TB for the retrieval of some geophysical variables. The observation vector is corrupted by an observation error linked to the instrumental noise: TB = TB + . The compression is based on an algebraic transformation of the original data, in which all the channels are mixed. In general, these transformations are linear, so the extracted components are a weighted sum of the original channels. It is therefore possible to reconstruct the full observation vector from these components.
The NAPCA is an extension of the PCA approach [34] , [35] . It is a technique widely used for compression/denoising data (i.e., feature extraction). The NAPCA transformation is a linear, orthogonal operator G r that projects a noisy m-dimensional observation vector TB = TB + into an r -dimension subspace (where r < m), i.e., the principal components (PCs) space (a new set of variables). Assuming that is uncorrelated to TB and characterized by the noise covariance matrix C , the PCs of TB from the NAPCA are defined as P = G r t · TB. The NAPCA transformation allows one to perform the noise-free reconstruction characterized by the cost function
where an estimation of TB, TB = G r · G r t · TB, is the compression-decompression based on the r first PCs. G r is a linear operator:
. W r contains the r first eigenvectors of the whitened noisy covariance matrix
. Note that using NAPCA requires a priori noise statistics. For more details, see [1] and [34] .
B. Entropy Reduction Channel Selection
Channel selection is the process of selecting a subset of relevant channels optimized for a particular retrieval. The main assumption when using a feature selection technique is that the data contain many redundant (providing no more additional information after some channels are already selected) or irrelevant (no useful information for the considered retrieval) features. There are many channel selection techniques based on different algorithms, different criteria, and different assumptions. Here, we chose the iterative method [36] , [37] in which the channels are selected based on their capability to reduce the uncertainty of retrieving a geophysical variable. The ER uses the probabilities of the possible states and reaches a maximum when all the states have an equal probability Fig. 4 . Wavenumber of the selected channels (in red) for the ER methodology. For T retrieval with unconstrained scheme (first row), ER in a constrained scheme using 20 channels for T s retrieval and 100 channels for T retrieval (second row), ER-constrained 100 channels for q retrieval (third row), and ER-constrained 100 channels for O 3 retrieval (last row).
where B is a priori covariance matrix for the geophysical state, and A is the theoretical retrieval covariance matrix. Equation (3) is a classical retrieval accuracy metric
where H is the RT Jacobians, and R is the instrumental error covariance plus the contamination effect covariance [1] . This quantity is an estimation of the retrieval errors.
ER-Constrained Algorithm:
This section highlights some physical issues to take into account. The ER-selected channel frequencies are represented for each variable to retrieve in Fig. 4 for ER for T retrieval (ER-T ) ER for the temperature retrieval, ER-q for humidity retrieval, and ER-O 3 for ozone retrieval. It can be seen that for an unconstrained selection (i.e., in which any channel of bands B1 and B2 can be selected), some channels selected for the temperature via ER-T [red dots in Fig. 4 (top)] are localized in the H 2 O absorption band. This behavior results from the fact that the measure of the H 2 O absorption is dependent on temperature. Therefore, temperature information is also present in the q channels (in particular, in the tropopause where humidity concentration is high). This explains why ER-T requires only a few channels sensitive only to T in the lower atmosphere. In order to get a "pure" temperature selection, it is possible to constrain the ER selection in B1 only for T (i.e., ER-T ) and only in B2 for q (ER-q) to avoid this "crossing" problem. This is a common practice in NWP centers.
Another issue is the impact of skin temperature (T s ) in the ER-T results: 1) the high correlation between T s and the T profile in the tropopause (even if a priori error covariance has been set to be uncorrelated, the Jacobians fully represent this correlation) and 2) the low instrument noise on the window channel. Therefore, the channel selection for T when including T s will bias the selection toward the window channels. In order to avoid this difficulty, two independent selections of 20 channels for T s and 100 remaining channels for T profile are carried out. The constrained and unconstrained selections are represented in Fig. 4 . ER-q results are close to ER-q constrained (the same for O 3 ), so they are not represented in this figure. It can be noted that the selection is able to solve the two crossing difficulties (T with q and T with T s ).
C. Bottleneck Channels
This new approach has been developed in [1] and tested in the microwave domain in [6] . The BC technique is a compromise between the classical compression and channel selection methods. Some experiments are presented in this section to justify the technical choices made for the results of Section IV.
1) General Principle:
The goal is to find a limited number of "pseudochannels" s representing, as well as possible, the ensemble of observations in the observed spectrum TB. A linear projection P is used to link the noisy observations TB to noise-free channels TB (η s = P · TB), from which it is possible to reconstruct the whole spectrum. The selection of pseudochannels s is chosen so that the reconstruction of the full spectrum TB fromη s through a linear regression TB = Q ·η s is as good as possible. For that purpose, the selected channels in s are iteratively chosen to minimize the leastsquare reconstruction errors over the whole data set D with P designed to constrain the components to be pseudochannels
The BCsη s are almost a channel selection, they can be interpreted as noise-free channels to some extent, but they result from a linear combination of the noisy observation vector TB (as the PCA components). This allows the BCs to better exploit the redundancy in TB and then to better reduce noise in observations than a strict channel selection. In the following, some BC-based algorithmic choices are presented.
2) Localized Versus Global BCs:
It was mentioned previously that the BCs are a linear projection of the full observed spectrum:η s = P · TB. This means that a selected frequency s i can result from a linear combination of channels very dispersed along the IASI spectrum. For instance, a selected channel on T in the 660 cm −1 range can be estimated from measurements in this band but also from channels in the 2300 cm −1 region. It is possible to constrain the BCs s i to only result from frequencies included in their surroundings. This version of BCs is referred here as the localized BCs. It should be noted that localized BCs present a risk to contain reduced information content. For instance, some information related to trace gases with narrow absorption band (i.e., related to a few channels) would not be represented in BCs if no pseudochannel is close enough to the trace gases absorption band. On the other hand, localized channels may have practical advantage. The locality feature avoids that a contamination on a particular spectral region impacts all the BCs by constraining spectrally the construction of the BCs to the surrounding channels. For instance, cloud contamination may be handled: only BCs located among the window channels would be impacted by clouds, but the others would not and the last would be still useful in the retrieval scheme. In addition to their additional frequency constraints, localized BCs are faster to estimate, because the number of model inputs is limited in the regression P.
3) Nonlinear BCs: It was seen earlier that the BCs are estimated using a linear projection P, and the full spectrum is then reconstructed using another linear projection Q. Instead, it is possible to use a nonlinear regression, for instance by using a neural network (NN) model [1] . Indeed, some subtle features of the spectrum could be better reproduced by using a nonlinear model. Several methods based on nonlinear PCA for dimension reduction purpose have already been presented in the literature [38] . In general, when a limited number of BCs is extracted, using a nonlinear model is beneficial, but when many BCs are extracted, the multiplicity of information overcomes the nonlinear benefits [1] . Since nonlinear models are computationally more expensive to obtain, they are limited to the localized BC version that limits the number of model inputs.
4) Constrained BCs:
When performing a channel selection to retrieve multiple geophysical variables, some difficulties can appear. For instance, channels can be sensitive to multiple variables (e.g., T and q in the B2 band) and these interactions are difficult to take into account [39] . In order to avoid such difficulties and also to speed up the channel selection process, the satellite remote sensing community generally selects channels for one geophysical variable at a time, reducing the space taken by the candidate for the selection. For example, T channels are selected only in the 645-800-cm −1 band. Then, q channels are selected in the 1200-1600-cm −1 region, and ozone in the 1000-1100-cm −1 band. This strategy can be used with the BCs. In constrained BCs, the space of the candidate channel is reduced to particular absorption bands to focus on the retrieval of some particular geophysical variables. This can also be used in the NAPCA framework by computing PCs on a particular absorption band. The constrained BCs use the same TB-related criteria [minimizing the mean squared error of reconstruction of the whole spectrum in (5)] as generic BCs, but the space of candidates to select η s is reduced and focused around specific absorption bands for the various atmospheric variables of interest. be seen that the local linear BC method presents a higher reconstruction error than the BC global, even when using 1000 neighbor channels.
In this paper, the most subtle compound we focus on is the ozone. The ozone presents an absorption band around 1000-1150 cm −1 , meaning that the IASI uses about 450 channels to sample the ozone absorption band (with a spectral resolution of 0.25 cm −1 ). Here, we chose to consider 1000 channels as the limit of our neighbourhoods. Over 1000 inputs, a BC related to the ozone band would be constructed from unrelated ozone channels by the local linear approach, and the spirit of local consideration would then be lost.
We concluded that the linear locality, even if it may have more practical advantage in terms of channel, introduces a significant additional error that impacts the compression capacity of the BC method. The local nonlinear BC method presents a lower reconstruction error than the classical BC-global method and should be able to achieve a better compression rate. However, this method is very time-consuming and costly to compute and has not been tested. In the following, the BC will refer to the standard global BC configuration.
IV. COMPRESSION AND RETRIEVAL RESULTS
A. Compression Results
In Fig. 6 , the denoising errors (i.e., noise-free spectrum TB minus the compressed-reconstructed noisy observed spectrum TB) are represented for an increasing number of PCs or BCs, for the NAPCA and BC methodologies. This denoising diagnostic measures the ability of the data-reduction methodology both to compress the observations, and at the same time, to suppress part of the instrument noise. For the NAPCA, the denoising error decreases with increasing components (PCs) until an optimum is reached (about 47) and the error starts to increase. The decrease is due to a better compression when adding components, and then the following increase results from the use of the higher PCs to represent the instrumental noise. Asymptotically, the denoising error converges to about 0.45 K, the averaged instrument noise (i.e., perfect reconstruction of the noisy spectra). The optimum with 47 components represents the best compromise between the reduction of the compression error, requiring a large number of components, and a limitation of the number of components to avoid representing the instrument noise.
The BC approach is slightly less effective than the NAPCA when a limited number of BC is used. This is to be expected: the NAPCA is a very effective compression tool. Like the NAPCA, BCs are a linear transformation of the observations aimed at compressing the signal, but the PCs have no constraint (except to represent as much signal as possible in each component), where the BCs are constrained to represent physical channels. This additional constraint slightly reduces their compression ability. However, the BC approach has a constantly decreasing denoising error which converges toward the NAPCA optimum. With about 100 BCs, the denoising error is equivalent to the optimal use of 47 PCs throughout the spectrum. The difference between spectral denoising errors with NAPCA (47 components) and BC (100 BCs) is lower than 5 · 10 −3 K along the spectrum.
For both methods and for each individual channel, it is possible to select a number of components/BCs for which the denoising error is lower than the corresponding instrument noise. Fig. 7 represents the denoising errors for band B1 for three different numbers of PCs and BCs. For the NAPCA, after the optimum number of components is reached, the denoising error tends to increase, as observed earlier. For the BC, as expected, the denoising error decreases monotonically with the number of channels. The same conclusions stand for band B2. Note, however, that the optimal number of PCs/BCs over the whole band is not necessarily the optimum solution for each individual channel. Some particular spectral region of interest may be neglected from a statistical point of view compared with other predominant regions. Therefore, even if 47 components seem to be the right compromise for compression/denoising of the whole spectrum, it might be useful to use a lower or higher number of components for particular channels. This is especially true if the user is interested in particular channels. This could be the case, for instance, for trace gas retrievals.
B. Channel Selection Results
In this section, the ER method refers to the ER-compositing approach where an ER-selection was made independently for temperature, humidity, and ozone, and then gathered into a unique channel selection. The BC is for the global linear solution. The BCs themselves are "pseudochannels" (as P is designed to constrain the components to this goal). The linear combination, on which they are based, allows for reducing the instrumental noise. It is then possible to compare the two methods, for example in terms of Jacobian.
1) Comparison of the Channel Selections:
The ER objective is to select channels optimizing the retrieval of a given variable, whereas the BC method (as the NAPCA) intends to select channels from which it is possible to reproduce the full spectrum (i.e., a compression purpose). These different strategies impact the selection results.
The selected frequencies are presented in Fig. 8 for ER-compositing, BC, and BC-constrained. For the ER-compositing method, by definition, the selection is located around the absorption bands of the variables to retrieve: CO 2 band for temperature, H 2 O band for humidity, and O 3 band for ozone. For T , many channels are chosen in the 670-710-cm −1 region sensitive to the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. This is partly a consequence of the difficulty to retrieve temperature in these layers (see Section IV-C) and the relatively higher instrumental noise levels for these channels compared with lower level ones (see Fig. 1 ). The humidity selection is located in the H 2 O absorption band centered at about 1600 cm −1 , but channels are more gathered in the 1200-1600-cm −1 region that has a lower instrument noise level. The humidity information content is richer vertically than the ozone one and requires a large distribution along the absorption band to sample from the bottom to the top of the atmosphere. The ozone selection is well located in the O 3 absorption band. Since there is mostly an integrated information content in ozone, there is no need to have a widespread sample of channels.
Like the NAPCA, the unconstrained BC intends to represent as well as make possible the whole set of channels in the spectrum. It selects the channels in all the bands, regardless of the variable to retrieve [ Fig. 8 (middle) ]. The selected BC channels are chosen to be most useful to reconstruct the whole spectrum.
By definition, the BC-constrained solution [ Fig. 8 (bottom) ] is more localized than the generic BC and therefore closer to the ER selection. As in the standard BC, the constrained BC is still focused on the window channels because of the lower instrument noise on these channels and the high correlation between the temperature in the tropospheric layers.
2) Jacobians Comparison: In this section and in Sections IV-C and V-B, the BC will refer to the BCconstrained method as it is more convenient for the retrievals than the standard BC version. Temperature (in K/K), humidity, and ozone (in K/Kg/Kg) Jacobians are represented in Fig. 9 for the resulting BC and ER channels. Since NAPCA Jacobians have no real physical meaning, they are not represented here.
A pure channel selection method, such as ER, obtains typical channel Jacobians: their spread along the atmospheric vertical layers indicates how the T , q, and O 3 sampling is performed along the vertical. BC Jacobians have a general behavior very close to the pure channel, and this is one of its main advantages. The ER and BC selections sample T along the atmosphere. For the T selection, the CO 2 and H 2 O channels have different sensitivities. H 2 O channels are sensitive to temperature up to 100 hPa with a higher sensitivity than CO 2 channels for the same pressure level. It can be noted that BC methods select more H 2 O than CO 2 channels. The shape of the humidity and ozone Jacobians is highly dependent on the variables unit. Indeed, (K/(Kg/Kg)) will artificially amplify the sensitivity where the concentration of H 2 O and O 3 is low. Since the ozone information content is much localized around 10 hPa, ozone Jacobians are represented from 100 to 0.1 hPa only. The sampling of humidity and ozone is less distributed along the vertical because of the lower profile information content in the observations for these variables.
C. Information Content
For a further evaluation of the dimension reduction methodologies, an information content analysis was performed for the NAPCA compression and the ER and BC channel selection methods. The information content is measured using the metric presented in [36] : the covariance matrix of retrieval errors is estimated using (4) . This provides a way to estimate the quality of various dimension reduction techniques. Fig. 10 represents improvements for the three methodologies (i.e., NAPCA, ER-compositing, and BC-constrained) when 50 and 300 components/channels are selected for the retrieval of T , q, and O 3 . Following [4] , the improvement is defined as:
where B is a priori matrix and A is the covariance of the retrieval error presented in (4). The operator diag() gives the diagonal vector of a matrix. When only 50 pieces of information (components or channels) are used, the NAPCA compression clearly outperforms the ER channel selection. There is barely an improvement between 50 and 300 components, which confirms that this number of components is close to the optimum. For the ER-compositing method, the 50 first selected channels gather the 17 first channels for T , 17 first channels for q, and 16 first channels for O 3 . BC results are almost as good as the NAPCA. For both methods, the redundancy of the full set of channels in the spectrum is exploited to reduce the impact of instrumental noise, where the ER approach needs more channels to reduce the instrumental noise. With only 50 channels, ER selection almost achieves the maximum information in humidity. This can be explained by the fact that some CO 2 channels between 700 and 800 cm −1 are also sensitive to humidity. The same occurs for temperature: more than the 17 CO 2 channels are used, since the q channels are also sensitive to T , but this is not enough, because the T a priori error is quite low (1 K) and further information is needed to improve it. Note that for Fig. 10 . A priori error improvement rate (in %) for the retrieval of (Top) T , (Middle) q, and (Bottom) O 3 profiles for the ER-compositing, BC-constrained, and NAPCA methods with 50 (dashed lines) and 300 components/channels (continuous lines).
300 channels, the ER method gets a good information content of the main observation (as expected based on [18] ). Since the humidity-sensitive channels for the higher atmosphere are also the noisiest ones, the improvement rates are lower than in the lower levels. The NAPCA with 50 pieces of information does not get most of the information for these levels, because 50 PCs are the good compromise for the full spectrum. This implies that the TBs sensitive to humidity in the high atmosphere are not well represented by the first 50 PCs (neither by the first 50 BCs, for similar reason).
V. EVALUATION USING REAL OBSERVATIONS A. Retrieval Approach
Retrieval results obtained in Section IV-C are based on simulated data and theoretical retrieval statistics obtained using (4) . In this section, the several compression and channel selections presented in Sections III-A-III-C are tested on real observations to check their ability to tackle real-world applications. For this purpose, we have relied on the LMD IASI Composite Observatory (LMD_ICO) data set generated at the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique. This data set is a composite of real IASI TB put into coincidence with radiosonde measurements around the world. The data set starts in July 2007 (launch of MetOpA) and is updated on a monthly basis. Radiosonde information is from the Analyzed RadioSoundings Archive (ARSA) database provided by the Atmospheric Radiation Analysis Group (http://ara.abct.lmd.polytechnique.fr/index.php?page = arsa) at the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique. The ARSA is based on observations from worldwide distributed stations. Validation of ARSA data has been performed using numerous comparisons between simulated and observed IASI TBs. These are provided on 43 atmospheric levels for temperature, specific humidity, and ozone. The current ARSA database (about 6 million elements) starts in January 1979 and is extended onward on a monthly basis.
Also included in the LMD_ICO data set and used in this paper are the clear/cloud/aerosols flag, air mass, and viewing geometry characterization of every IASI pixel. Coincidence is performed using a maximum time difference of 30 min and a spatial distance of less than 100 km. We have chosen to work on one year of data (i.e., 2014) with a total number of matches equal to 49 109. Two filters were used to select data: the clear-sky case was chosen with a cloud flag equal to zero, and the nadir geometry was selected using an incidence angle between −10°and +10°. The space/ time collocations between IASI TB and radiosonde measurements introduce uncertainties in the database.
The same retrieval techniques are tested on four input conditions. 1) ER Channel Selection: Used to obtain T , q, and O3 channels. The channels are classified by significance; therefore, more or fewer channels can be tested (30 or 270 in these tests). 2) NAPCA Compression Technique: 30 or 270 components will be tested in the following. 3) BC Compression/Selection Technique: Provides a hierarchy, so 30 and 270 BCs will be used as inputs for the retrieval. 4) The channel selection as in [18] was performed on IASI bands 1 and 2 to obtain 270 channels. For the NAPCA and BC approaches, we use the projection matrix obtained previously on simulated data.
Furthermore, the LMD IASI Composite Observatory (including TBs/radiosondes) database is used to train and test a statistical retrieval model based on the NN technique. The number of inputs varies, and we have tested with 30 and 270 pieces of information corresponding to the 30 or 270 inputs of the NNs. The hidden layer is chosen with 45 neurons; this number was tested to be big enough for the two input configurations. The number of outputs is 43 corresponding to the 43 atmospheric levels for temperature or humidity. The training of the NN is performed using a gradient descent backpropagation optimization algorithm. Fig. 11 represents the STD of the temperature and humidity NN retrieval errors over the testing data set. Statistics are provided for the NAPCA compression, the BC technique, and the ER and Collard channel selections, when using 30 (dashed lines) and 270 (continuous lines) pieces of information. Note that the NN-based retrieval does not use any a priori information about the state of the atmosphere (often lower than 1 K for the temperature). Furthermore, results in Fig. 11 include the uncertainties due to space/time collocation errors. This leads to lower retrieval scores than what could be obtained theoretically.
B. Retrieval Results
For T retrieval [ Fig. 11 (left) ], the NAPCA and BC have similar statistics when comparing the 30 and 270 input configurations: both are compression techniques, so the information of many channels is already composited in the first 30 pieces of information. In some layers (higher than 100 hPa) for the temperature, using more components can even be detrimental [40, Fig. 1 ]. For channel selection techniques (ER), increasing the number of channels has a large impact because of the exploitation of the channel redundancy to reduce the impact of observation noise. ER and COL techniques have similar results, except that ER outperforms COL for higher atmospheric layers. The BC appears to outperform the other three techniques when using 30 or 270 inputs, for almost all atmospheric layers, even when compared with the NAPCA compression. Fig. 11 (right) represents a similar statistics for the retrieval of humidity q. Again, compression techniques, such as NAPCA or BC, have lower error statistics, since they exploit better the channel redundancy. However, the BC approach outperforms the NAPCA too, giving the best retrieval statistics for all the atmospheric layers. Fig. 11 confirms that the BCs, by making a good compromise between the compression that utilizes channel redundancy, and channel selection to preserve the physical meaning of the data reduction facilitate the retrieval not only on synthetic data with theoretical estimates but also on a real retrieval scheme (i.e., NN) over real data (i.e., real TBs and real atmospheric profiles from radiosondes). Table II represents the statistics (mean, STD, and rms of the errors) for T and q when averaged from surface to 10 hPa T and from surface to 500 hPa for q. Statistics are provided for the ER selection, the BC technique, NAPCA compression, and the Collard channel selection, when using 270 pieces of information. Note that in this NN retrieval, no a priori information is provided in contrast to iterative methods or assimilation; therefore, scores are lower than what could otherwise be obtained, but this approach allows us to compare in a robust manner the information provided by each data reduction method for the retrieval, independent of any external source of information. The statistics of Table II confirm first that all NN retrievals are nonbiased, and this is generally the case for statistical retrievals. Furthermore, the BCs obtain better retrieval statistics than the other 3-D reduction techniques.
VI. DISCUSSION ON THE BC APPROACH As mentioned previously, the compression and information content from the BC and NAPCA dimension reduction techniques is relatively similar. However, the BC representation is intended to represent "pseudochannels" with a reduced measurement noise. This brings a physical meaning that can facilitate their use in the inversion or assimilation mode. The NAPCA can produce noise-reduced reconstructed radiances that could be followed by a channel selection. This should be rather a close solution to the BC, but our BC approach deals with these two steps at once.
A. Mixing Problem
PCA components mix various information into their components [41] . In Fig. 12 , the correlation between the first 50 components and T , q, and O 3 profiles is represented. It can be seen that all the components have an information on T , q, and O 3 constituents. As a consequence, it is not possible to use standard NAPCA components only for one constituent, which can be useful for instance in hierarchical retrieval schemes where temperature is first retrieved, then humidity and ozone. What could be done would be a dedicated NAPCA for each important absorption bands (such as for O 3 ).
On the contrary, it is conceptually easier with the BCs to select channels that are related to a single atmospheric constituent. For instance, the BCs can be focused on the ozone retrieval. As mentioned previously, the BCs can be constrained to sample channels only in the 1000-1100-cm −1 O 3 absorption band. Furthermore, the denoising statistics (i.e., noise-free spectrum TB minus the compressed-reconstructed observed spectrum TB) of the BCs can be as good as those from the NAPCA. Fig. 13 compares the NAPCA and BC-constrained denoising errors for the 1000-1100-cm −1 O 3 absorption band. Since this subset of BC channels is focusing on the ozone band, its statistics are better than the general PCA components but this figure shows that it is possible to isolate in the BC channels information that is specific to one constituent, with a competitive compression rate. This would be much more difficult to attain with a traditional channel selection technique.
B. Contamination Effects
We have established that the NAPCA mixes multiple constituents into a single component. When using these components in a retrieval, not considering all these constituents is difficult to justify. Individual and independent retrievals should be avoided (see the unmixing synergy concept described in [39] and [40] ). We define the "contamination effects" as the difficulties arising when the variations of other variables (not considered/retrieved) that could have strong impact on the retrieval. Compared with channel selections that can focus on specific spectral domains, this general difficulty is emphasized when using NAPCA components for the retrieval. For instance, if the presence of clouds affects in a spectral region, they will impact most of the NAPCA components, except when these components have been computed in cloud-free spectral regions. BCs can offer an easier practical solution. They are more localized spectrally than the NAPCA, because they try to reproduce physical channels. As a consequence, some of the BCs will be contaminated by the presence of clouds but others will not. By comparing the TBs simulated using an RT model and the TBs from the observations, it is possible to detect the channels that will be cloud-contaminated (this is an established procedure to detect clouds in operational centers) and then suppress them in the inversion or the assimilation scheme. In contrast with the NAPCA, if one component is highly contaminated, it is difficult to suppress it without suppressing all of its lower order components: each component is computed on the anomalies left by the first components; therefore, each component is highly dependent on the first components.
C. Minor Constituents
Minor absorption bands for trace gases can be negligible in terms of their statistical variability compared with major constituents such as CO 2 for temperature or H 2 O absorption bands. Therefore, the information on trace gases can be lost or mixed and disseminated in higher order components of the NAPCA. With the BC strategy, even isolated channels can be chosen by the selection process. In particular, the BC quality criterion is to reduce uniformly the errors in all the channels of the spectrum. If this is not sufficient, it is easy to choose a priori some particular channels of particular interest during the channel selection stage of the BC algorithm. This flexibility of the BC allows one to introduce automatically information to retrieve major constituents of the atmosphere and manually selecting channels dedicated to trace gases.
D. Calibration
When using satellite observations in the assimilation mode or in a retrieval algorithm, the necessary RT simulations can have systematic biases with real observations. A calibration scheme needs therefore to be put in place in order to correct this issue. When using NAPCA components, calibration needs to involve all the TBs that are used to compute the components. Differences of simulated and observed TBs are more difficult to interpret. With BCs, the calibration can be done only on a small number of channels. This calibration compares simulated TBs and the noise-reduced pseudochannels of the BCs. Only a limited number of information is required and the monitoring of dynamical calibration is easier to perform.
E. Speeding Up Inversion or Assimilation
RT simulations need to be performed for most inversion or assimilation techniques. For the NAPCA and BC approaches, the projection matrix can be obtained once and for all and then used directly for further assimillation or inversion. With NAPCA components, these simulations need to be done on the full spectral domain used to compute the components. A dedicated RT working in the component space can be developed [14] . However, this constraint is not necessary when using BCs, since the RT simulations can be done only in the limited number of selected channels. They can be simulated individually by an RT code for particular frequencies [30] . Monochromatic RT simulations are performed on nodes (the "pseudochannels") that are then used to reconstruct the full spectrum. This can be applied in the framework of the BCs and will speed up computation and facilitate the inversion or assimilation scheme.
VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, we introduced an innovative dimension reduction technique, the BCs, and compared it with two other classical approaches, the compression by the NAPCA and channel selection by ER. Tests have been performed in the context of satellite remote sensing using the IASI instrument for the retrieval of temperature, humidity, and ozone atmospheric profiles. Various experimental configurations have been investigated for the BC approach. Beyond the evaluation of the BC compression ability, theoretical retrieval statistics have been computed to compare BC with NAPCA compression and ER channel selection. Finally, retrieval tests using an NN have been developed to validate the BC approach on real-world observations.
When using a limited number of pieces of information, compression outperforms the channel selection approach, since it better exploits the redundancy among the highly correlated channel. However, channel selection techniques preserve the physical meaning of the compact representation which can be an advantage for their subsequent use in inversion or assimilation. In this context, BCs appear to be a good compromise between compression and channel selection. Tests using real observations have been performed: when used as inputs to an NN retrieval scheme, the BC approach achieves better statistics than the other data reduction techniques.
Practical advantages of the BC approach are: 1) a good handling of the contamination effects by limitation of the mixing problem; 2) an easy representation of the trace gases information by simple addition of some channels; and 3) limitations of the number of "pseudochannels" to assimilate.
The potential application of the BC method is numerous and we intend to carry out future work to further enhance the algorithm.
1) The BCs should be tested in an atmospheric data set including cloudy situations to examine how the cloud contamination can be handled. Technical details need to be investigated to optimize the BCs in this context, but the spectrally localized BC version should help to isolate channels and remove cloud contamination.
2) The introduction of trace gases variability in the atmospheric data set should allow testing the introduction of a priori chosen channels into the channel selection part of the BC algorithm. 3) Finally, physical retrieval and assimilation tests could then be made to validate the BC approach. 4) An alternative to BC approach could be first denoising the observed TB using PCA reconstructed channels and then perform a channel selection on the reconstructed spectrum. This approach could be directly compared to the BC.
